Executice Minutes 4-6
Advisor’s Report
Bell: introduced himself to the body as one of the new advisors.
VP Student Affairs Report
Trevino: Telehealth services are up and being used which is good for the goal of keeping it.
Minerva Awards Conflict
Peebles: Should the executive board cancel the senate meeting that is taking place during the
Minerva Awards since there are a lot of senators and executive members recieving an award?
Trevino: believes that the ceremony will be pre-recorded.
OSGA Registration
Peebles: Registration forms are out but we need to register individual delegates for OSGA.
Alexander: unintelligible on the zoom
Peebles: There is a link on the website to use to register people.
Brooks: plans to use the link this week.
Alexander: Registration is on the website and the registration costs have been lowered to ten
dollars to boost attendance and three voting delegates are free.
Brooks: Is registration already paid?
Alexander: Not yet. The invoice will be lower than the amount approved in the senate bill.
Melendez: Have the voting delegates been selected yet?
Alexander: No, that’s chosen during registration.
Brooks: The registration has a place for a payment method, what’s to be done with that?
Shores: We will use the university debit card to pay later.
Online Class Survey
Peebles: wanted to talk about the results before they’re addressed on the senate floor. The
results will be sent to the faculty association. There were about sixty responses and the student
body seems to have seen online classes improve. Students generally had either a positive or
negative response to online classes. Most students prefer in-person classes unless they have
some sort of obligation outside of school.
Brooks: The results are extremely mixed which seems to favor the stance of offering online
classes as an option which is what the executive board had hypothesized.
Peebles: One of the ideas was that IDS classes would be online and everything else would be
in-person. Doesn’t know if there would be a concise piece of legislation to be brought to the
senate.
Melendez: Is there anything that SGA wants to do with it?
O’zee: We should bring the results up on the senate floor and discuss them and leave it open to
anyone who wants to write legislation about it.
Open Discussion and Announcements
Melendez: When is the last day to submit a bill?
Brooks: If you send it tomorrow, it’ll be presented.
Shores: Where are we with elections?

Brooks: will begin working on them tomorrow and has a plan.

